Multi-pass 3D convolutional neural network segmentation of prostate MRI images
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Abstract

We propose a deep neural network for the segmentation of the prostate in MRI images. The segmentation is performed using a residual fully convolutional neural network. Automatic shape learning is allowed using a Compositional Pattern-Producing Network. Moreover, a multi-pass architecture is designed to foster self-consistent segmentation. The model is trained and tested on the dataset of the challenge PROMISE12.

1 Introduction

In the following, we introduce the deep neural network architecture for the segmentation of the prostate in 3D images of T2-axial MRI for the PROMISE12 challenge \cite{1}.

The following is a concise and dry description of the algorithm used to obtain the results in the challenge. The methodological contributions proposed here are not justified in careful detail nor compared against previous methods. Extensive comparisons and explanations will be given in future publications.

The proposed method has the following features:

- An integrated multi-pass (multi-hierarchical) residual architecture
- A series of 2D and 1D convolutions along the axial direction are performed. This takes into account the anisotropic nature of the images yet giving access to 3D structure of the data.
- Shape learning with shape generation via CPPN
- Multiplicative weight-enhanced ELU activations
- Extensive data augmentation

Fully convolutional methods have been introduced recently as a way to provide dense output from images \cite{2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. It is still an open question, to decide how to properly include contextual information in CNNs. Some proposals include using Conditional Random Markov Fields \cite{7}, or multiscale methods \cite{8, 9, 10}.

2 Methods

2.1 Building blocs of the neural network

The neural network takes as input a 3D image \(I(x, y, z, \alpha)\) with \(x \in [1, N_x]\), \(y \in [1, N_y]\), \(z \in [1, N_z]\) with one input channel \(\alpha = 1\), namely the T2 axial MRI volume. \(x\) is the frontal axis, \(y\) the transverse axis, \(z\) the longitudinal axis.
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In a standard convolutional network with ELU activations [11], the convolution and activation is defined as:

$$C^{\beta,\alpha}_{l \times m \times n}(X) = \text{ELU} \left( \sum_{\alpha} W^{\alpha,\beta}_{(x,y,z)} \ast X^{\alpha}_{x,y,z} + b^{\beta} \right)$$

where $\beta$ ($\alpha$) are the number of channels after (before) convolution. Convolution kernels $W^{\alpha,\beta}_{(x,y,z)}$ are of size $l \times m \times n$ and biases $b^{\beta}$, the activation function is an exponential-linear unit ELU. $l \times m \times n$ is the spatial extent of each convolution kernel $W_{x,y,z}$. The convolutions are dilated/atrous convolutions [12] of rate $r$, where $r - 1$ is the number of zeros added between values in the three axis $x, y, z$. The rate (or scale) of the dilated/atrous convolution [12] is $r$, where $r - 1$ is the number of zeros added between values in the three axis $x, y, z$. For an original filter of size $3 \times 3 \times 1$, the dilated/atrous convolution of rate $r$ is of size $(1 + 2r) \times (1 + 2r) \times 1$.

We use augmented convolutions defined as:

$$C^{\beta,\alpha}_{l \times m \times n, r}(X) = \omega_G \text{ELU} \left( \omega_C^{\beta,\alpha} \left[ \sum_{\alpha} \omega_F^{\alpha,\beta} W^{\alpha,\beta}_{x,y,z} \ast X^{\alpha}_{x,y,z} + b^{\beta} \right] \right)$$

This design is a variant of weight renormalization [13], in which the amplitude of filters is decoupled. In contrast to [13], the kernels are not normalized. The multiplicative factors are defined at different degrees of granularity:

- $\omega_G$ is the global (G) multiplicative factor
- $\omega_C^{\beta}$ is the channel-wise (C) ($\beta$) multiplicative factor
- $\omega_F^{\alpha,\beta}$ is the filter-wise (F) ($\alpha, \beta$) multiplicative factor

### 2.2 Multi-pass convolutional neural network

The architecture of the proposed neural network is depicted in Fig. 1. The neural network starts with three 2D convolutional layers in the $(x, y)$ plane:

$$X(x, y, z, \beta) = C^{64,32}_{3 \times 3 \times 1, r=2} \circ C^{32,16}_{3 \times 3 \times 1, r=2} \circ C^{16,4}_{3 \times 3 \times 1, r=2}(I)$$

where $\circ$ is the composition. The 2D convolution is equivalent to a 3D convolution with size $5 \times 5 \times 1$ (notice the rate $r = 2$).

The resulting feature map is concatenated with the output from the CPPN network, defined in the following. There is then a series of residual layers, of two types:

- **2D residual bloc:**
  
  $$\text{Res}_2D(r)(X) = X + C^{64,32}_{3 \times 3 \times 1, r=2} \circ C^{32,16}_{3 \times 3 \times 1, r=2}(X)$$

  with the rate parameter $r = \{2, 4, 8, 16\}$, for a 3D receptive field of size $(2r + 1) \times (2r + 1) \times 1$.

- **“3D” Residual bloc:**

  $$\text{Res}_3D(X) = X + C^{64,64}_{1 \times 1 \times 3, r=1}(X)$$

  with a vector of size 3 along axis $z$ and no dilation $r = 1$. We refer to this bloc as a 3D layer because it captures image features and labelling consistency along the $z$ axis.

Residual blocs are stacked with growing rate $r = \{2, 4, 8, 16\}$ which gives access to features on a larger scale for deeper layers. The multi-pass architecture consists in doing a second pass from lower scale $r = \{2, 8, 16\}$.

The final prediction layer is the standard pixelwise labelling $i \in [1, L]$ ($L = 2$ is the number of labels):

$$L(x, y, z, i) = \text{Pred}[X] = S \circ C^{4,256}_{1 \times 1, 2} \circ D_p \circ C^{256,64}_{1 \times 1}(X)$$
Figure 1: Processing chain. Since there is no downsampling, each volume has the same spatial size and a number of channels indicated by $N_\alpha$. The arrows represent the action of a Residual bloc featuring 2D convolutions $\text{Res}_2\text{D}$ or a one dimensional convolution along the axial direction $\text{Res}_3\text{D}$. All transformations depicted in this picture are found in equations (3), (4) and (5) in the text.

with $D_p$ dropout with keeping rate $p$, $S$ is a softmax layer:

$$S(X(x, y, z, i)) = \frac{\exp(X(x, y, z, i))}{\sum_{i \in [1, L]} \exp(X(x, y, z, i))}$$ (6)

After the final inference layer, a simple postprocessing is added at test time: the largest single component in 3D is kept, followed by slight smoothing using an anisotropic gaussian 3D filter and fixed threshold.

### 2.3 CPPN shape learning

The neural network is able to learn spatial priors using a Compositional Pattern-Producing Network (CPPN) which takes as input normalized coordinates $X,Y,Z$ and generates as output 8 learned maps, which are then injected as extra features for the residual network to process.

Specifically, the CPPN network that we use takes as input the three normalized coordinate maps $U(x, y, z, \alpha)$ with $X,Y,Z$ in the components $\alpha = \{1, 2, 3\}$ respectively, and some non-linear functions $X^2$, $Y^2$, $Z^2$, $XY$, $YZ$, $ZX$, $\sin(2\pi X + \pi/2)$, $\sin(2\pi Y + \pi/2)$, $\sin(2\pi Z + \pi/2)$ in channels $\alpha = \{4, \ldots, 12\}$. The coordinates maps are then processed pixelwise (with trivially local $1 \times 1 \times 1$ convolutions)

$$O(x, y, z, \beta) = C_{1\times1\times1}^{16,12} \circ C_{1\times1\times1}^{16,16} \circ C_{1\times1\times1}^{8,16}(U)$$ (7)

which generates 8 learned geometrical feature maps.

The features maps are concatenated with low-level computed features in the convolutional network as depicted in Fig. 1 with the symbol “concatenate”.

### 2.4 Training

The model is trained end-to-end for 150k steps. For the first 5k steps, the cost function is the cross-entropy, afterwards the cost function is the Dice coefficient for the rest of the training. The gradient descent is performed with ADAM optimizer, with parameters $\beta_1 = 0.9$, $\beta_2 = 0.999$, $\epsilon = 10^{-8}$, and learning rate $\Delta = 10^{-4}$. The keeping rate in the Dropout layer is of $p = 0.7$. 
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The model is trained with batches of 2 cases, with a sub-region of the original volume of size $96 \times 96 \times 9$ pixels. The batches are chosen at random, with the constraint that at least 90% of the windows of the batches must contain a portion of the prostate. In order to avoid boundary effects, the cost function was only computed in a window of 10 pixels away from the boundaries in the $x,y$ plane during the training phase.

During training and testing, all volumes are interpolated to size $320 \times 320 \times 54$ and the resulting segmentation is interpolated back to the original image size using trilinear interpolation on the signed distance transform of the segmentation mask.

During the training phase, the data is augmented using several transformations: flip along the middle sagittal plane (the only physiological symmetry of the prostate), random rotations, affine transformations and non-linear multiscale deformation using scale-free gaussian random fields. The last transformations are realized in the $x,y$ plane identically along the $z$ axis. Also, random shifting of the initial coordinate system is added.

### 3 Results

The dataset of 50 cases is split into 4 validation cases and 46 training cases. The Dice index over the entire volume for the training and the validation set is reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dice (mean)</th>
<th>Dice (median)</th>
<th>Dice (std)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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